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MONETARY STABILIZATION: THE UNITED NATIONS PROGRAM

1. International Economic Relations and National Economic Policy

The ?;ar has shown how great is the capacity of the economic system
to utilize its resources in production. After the war, the public every-
where will be impatient with economic inefficiency and economic waste.
They will want to know why it is not possible to have jobs in time of
peace as in time of war, to divert the enormous production for war pur-
poses to civilian uses, and to continue the industrial expansion which
takes place so rapidly during war. In all countries, the people are
insistent on and governments are committed to an economic policy that
will assure high levels of employment, rising standards of living, and
economic development.

The measures that must be taken to carry out this policy are princi-
pally domestic in character. Nevertheless, the success of domestic
economic measures vail depend in large part on harmonious and constructive
international economic relations. A large volume of international trade
and investment can contribute directly to strengthen domestic economic
policies.. Beyond this, with an appropriate pattern of international
payments, countries can be sure that the measures they take to attain
domestic economic objectives will not be offset by conflicting measures
in other countries. For these reasons, it is in the interest of all
countries to cooperate to encourage international trade and investment
and to facilitate the maintenance of balance in interns,tionr.l payments.

Consider what such a policy would ttean to the United States. If our
exports of goods and services could reach $10 billion a year during the
postwar decade, it would mean nearly 3 million jobs in industry and a
foreign market for the agricultural output of about a million people. To
attain such a level of exports, it would be necessary for this country to
import about $8 billion a year in goods and services and to undertake
about $2 billion a year in international investment during the postwar
decade. Our imports would provide us with row materials for industry and
a more varied collection of goods and services for consumers. At the same
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time, our international investment would facilitate economic development
in countries which cannot provide for all of their investment needs out
of their own current savings. % -

The expansion of international trade and investment and the mainten-
ance of balanced international accounts vail be facilitated if the great
trading countries adopt a common international monetary policy. Such a
policy must be directed toward securing and maintaining orderly and stable
exchange arrangements and freedom in exchange transactions. The experience
of the 193O1s shows clearly that the use of exchange depreciation and dis-
criminatory currency practices to secure trade advantages inevitably en-
courages restrictive measures that diminish the volume of international
trade and investment, and distort the pattern of international payments.
Only through international cooperation will it be possible to avoid such
restrictive measures which inevitably affect all countries.

2. International Monetary and Financial Cooperation

A common international monetary policy must be directed toward
securing a pattern of international payments which will facilitate in
each country domestic measures for high levels of employment, rising
standards of living and economic development, without the necessity for
making adjustments to offset inflation or deflation originating in other
countries, and without imposing such adjustments on other countries.
Such a pattern of international payments will involve a large and growing
volume of international trade, and an amount of international investment
related to the capacity of some countries to export capital and the need
of other countries to import capital. There is general agreement that a
common international monetary policy can be carried out only in an environ-
ment of orderly, stable and free exchange rates. The question is how to
secure such an international policy.

The traditional basis for a common international monetary policy is
the gold standard. The gold standard would provide orderly, stable and
free exchange rates if the great industrial countries could maintain high
levels of national income under the gold standard. Apparently, the modern
economy does not have sufficient flexibility under the gold standard to
adjust itself to an adverse change in the relative international economic
position of a country without severe pressure on domestic prices and wages
and prolonged unemployment. Twice within this generation most countries
have thought it necessary to abandon the gold standard, and few countries
are prepared to return to it in the postwar period. Speaking in the House
of Commons in May 1944* the Chancellor of the Exchequer said: "Certainly,
the attitude of His Majesty's present Government would be one of the most
vehement opposition to any suggestion that we should go back on the gold
standard." Since international acceptance of the gold standard cannot be
secured, those who believe in the gold standard must seek through inter-
national cooperation the advantages it provides.
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- The difficulty of adjusting postwar balances of payments has. led
important sectors of public opinion in England and. other countries to
advocate the use of direct controls for this purpose. The proponents of
this policy believe that as the largest importer of staple commodities,
Britain could make advantageous long-term agreements with ray; materials
producing countries for bulk purchases by the government, with payment
made in British exports under bilateral clearing arrangements. The danger
of such a policy are obvious. Even enlightened bilateralism must involve
the loss of many advantages in multilateral trade and affect adversely the
standard of living. It would inevitably result in a system of economic
blocs; and countries unable or unwilling to organize their international
trade along such lines would be compelled to revert to economic.isolation.
Despite these objections, there would be wide public support in Britain
for such a program if the alternative were the gold standard. As compared
with international cooperation, it may be hopod that Britain would choose
the latter. .

By their nature, balance of payments problems are international in
character and require mutual adjustment. For this reason the policy of
the United States and other countries has been directed toward securing
international monetary cooperation. Through its exchange stabilization
fund, the United States has made bilateral agreements with a number of
countries to help maintain exchange stability. Similar agreements were
entered into by the Netherlands and Belgium in 1943, and recently by the
United Kingdom with Belgium and with the Netherlands. An attempt at
multilateral cooperation was made by the United States, England and France
in the Tripartite declaration of 1936, to which Belgium,, the Netherlands
and Switzerland became adherents. ••••'.

On the basis of this experience, the United States Treasury came to
the conclusion that international monetary cooperation would have to be
multilateral in character and broader in scope. In 1941, Mr. H. D. White
prepared a memorandum of a plan for an International Stabilization Fund
and .a Bank for Reconstruction and Development. In April and November
1943* tentative proposals for the Fund and the Bank, were submitted to
the Ministers of Finance of the United Nations. After extended technical
discussions among 30 countries, a Joint Statement by experts was issued
in April 1944* recommending establishment of an International Monetary
Fund. In. July 1944, tjie Monetary and Financial Conference at Bretton
Woods prepared Articles of Agreement for the International Monetary Fund
and the International Bank for Reconstruction and Development.

The Bretton Woods Agreements arc the United Nations' program for
monetary, and financial cooperation. The Fund recognizes the need for
cooperation to.maintain an orderly and stable pattern of exchange -rates
and freedom in exchange transactions, and it would have resources sub-
.scribed by the United Nations to help countries carry out these polioies.
The Bank recognizes the need for cooperation to secure adequate interna-
tional investment, and it would have resources subscribed by the United
Nations to encourage productive international investment. Cooperation
among the United Nations through the Fund and the Bank will facilitate
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the expansion of international trade and investment and contribute to the
attainment of high levels of employment, rising standards of living and
economic development in all countries,

3. An Orderly and Stable Pattern of Exchange Rates

The task of establishing initial exchange rates after the war, while
difficult, is not overwhelming. Most of the allied countries have been
able to maintain a considerable degree of order and stability in prices
and wages, and present exchange rates in most countries will prove a
satisfactory basis for initial parities in the postwar period. The Fund
agreement provides that the initial par value of each member's currency,
expressed in terms of gold, should be based on exchange rates prevailing
two months before the Fund comes into force* If the member or the Fund
believes this par value is unsatisfactory and cannot be maintained without
excessive use of the Fund's resources, the member and the Fund must agree
upon a suitable par value. For countries occupied by the enemy, the period
during which an initial par value is to be determined may be extended by
agreement between the Fund and the member country. In the meantime, the
Fund may engage in limited exchange transactions with such countries at
a tentative parity under conditions and in amounts the Fund may prescribe.

After initial parities have been established, member countries must
maintain their currencies stable within a range 1 percent above or below
parity, A change in parity can be made only on the proposal of a member
after consultation with the Fund, and only for the purpose of correcting
a fundamental disequilibrium, 1/ Because the war has brought great eco-
nomic changes to which adjustment can be made only gradually in the post-
war period, a method must be provided to adjust promptly any errors in
initial parities. Such adjustment is clearly preferable to allowing a
persistent over-valuation or under-valuation of a currency, as happened
with sterling and the French franc in the 1920's, merely for the sake of
rigidity. To assure prompt adjustment of minor errors in initial parities
the Fund cannot object to a proposed change which, together with ail
previous increases or decreases, docs not exceed 10 percent of the initial
par value. All other changes in parity can be made only with the con-
currence of the Fund.

Y/hile the Fund has every reason to object to exchange depreciation
where equilibrium could be better restored in other ways, it is not to
the advantage of members of the Fund to force upon a country a rigid

1/ A uniform change in the par values of all currencies may bo made by
a majority vote of the Fund with the approval of each country having 10 per-
cent or more of the total quotas. Any country that does not wish to have
the parity of its currency changed r.s a result of such action may notify
the Fund of its decision to retain the same parity.
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exchange that can be maintained only-by a slprp reduction, of .-wage rates
and domestic prices. Exchange stability is for the purpose of encour-
aging international trade and investment. It would defeat these purposes
to insist on exchange rigidity at the cost of a severe deflation which
would reduce international trade and investment and spread depression
from country to country. Nor can it be'expected that countries will cut
their social-security programs, as was done in the sterling crisis of
1931, or forego other'social measures because they might affect stability
of,exchange rates. For these reasons, the Fund agreement provides that
if a change in parity is necessary to correct,a fundamental disequilibrium,
the Fund cannot object because of the domestic social or political policies
of the country.

The Fund agreement forbids multiple currency, practices, except as
approved by the Fund, and countries that now follow such practices must
consult with the Fund as to their progressive removal. A distinction
should be made between multiple exchange rates applied to exports, which
are export bounties, and multiple exchange rates applied to imports, which
are additional tariffs collected at the time the exchange is sold. In a
number of American Republics such multiple exchange rates arc an important
part of the tax structure and their removal mast be undertaken gradually
as other measures can be'adopted to raise the needed revenues.

::'"• . With these provisions, the Fund in practice will provide greater
assurance of orderly and stable exchange arrangements than would be
achieved under the gold standard. The Fund proposal recognizes that
exchange policies are an international responsibility and it puts the
sanction of .international agreement on orderly and stable exchange ar-
rangements* If any change in the parity of a currency is made after the
Fund has expressed its objection, the member becomes ineligible to use
the resources of the Fund, and if the difference betv.reen the member and
the Fund continues, the member may be compelled to withdraw from ;the
Fund.

4. Freedom of Exchange Transactions . ; • -,

In general, exchr.nge controls restrict and divert international
trade and investment into uneconomic channels by limiting the amount of
foreign exchange made available to pay for imports and to meet service
requirements on foreign investments. To eliminate such practices, the
Fund agreement establishes the principle thc.t no restrictions may be
imposed on payments and transfers for current international transactions,
including interest and dividends on foreign investment and moderate
amortization and depreciation payments.

To avoid capital flights, member countries are authorized to control
international capital movements, and the? Fund may require a member to
exercise controls to prevent use of the Fund's resources for.large or
sustained outflows of capital. None of these provisions is intended to
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interfere with capital transactions required in the ordinary course of
trade, banking or other business, or to prevent capital investment for
productive purposes when they are made out of a member's own resources.
When capital controls are imposed, they may not be used to restrict pay-
ments for current transactions or to delay unduly the transfer of funds
in settlement of commitments. Their sole purpose is to prevent interna-
tional monetary instability originating in a currency flight.

Countries like the United States, with large resources, would be
perfectly free to allow all capital movements, and no country could be
required to introduce controls to prevent small and intermittent move-
ments of capital. In cases where controls are necessary, supervision or
reports might be sufficient. Experience with foreign funds control in
this country has shown that without detailed control banks can be relied
upon to see that transactions are not carried out contrary to regulations.
Supervision of.a similar character would probably be adequate in coun-
tries like England and Canada. There are countries in which complete
control of payments may be needed to prevent an unauthorized outflow of
capital. But the Fund would not cause such controls; by giving confidence,
it would tend to minimize capital flights.

Countries that now have exchange contx-ols on current transactions
must consult with the Fund as to their progressive removal and could re-
tain them only v/ith the approval of the Fund. Countries whose interna-
tional payments must cover relief and reconstruction are permitted to
continue exchange controls during the postwar transition; but they must
withdraw such restrictions as soon as they are able to balance their
international payments without excessive uses of the Fund. In exceptional
circumstances, the Fund may make representations to any country that con-
ditions are favorable for withdrawal or abandonment of restrictions; and
if a country persists in maintaining restrictions inconsistent with the
Fund it may be declared ineligible to une the resources of the Fund and
may be required to withdraw from membership.

In all other cases, exchange controls on current transactions require
the approval of the Fund, The Fund would probably authorize a country
temporarily to impose such controls if an adverse balance of payments
could not bo corrected pronptly by. other measures. In some instances,
the temporary use of exchange controls, while corrective measures are
put into effect, can be advantageous to both the country employing the
controls and to other members of.the Fund,

If any country should have a porsistently largo favorable balance of
payments, other countries might find difficulty in supplying enough of its
currency to maintain exchange stability. The Fund provides a means of
dealing with such a scarce currency problem without a general revision of
parities. First, the Fund would report on the causes of the scarcity and
the measures necessary to correct it. The scarcity of a currency could be
due to inadequate imports by that country or to excessive imports by other
countries, and the appropriate remedies would depend on the facts in the
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particular case. Then, if its own holdings became inadequate, the Fund
could apportion its sales of the scarce currency with due regard to rela-
tive need of members and other pertinent considerations. The Fund would,
of course, never exhaust its supply of any currency, for it would acquire
gold and the scarce currency from its other transactions.

When a currency is generally scarce, countries are bound to take
steps to limit the demand for the currency. Without the Fund, there would
be no restraint on the restrictions that could be imposed. Under the Fund
agreement, the limitations on exchange operations with respect to a scarce
currency may be imposed only after consultation with the Fund; they may be
no more restrictive than is necessary to limit the demand for the scarce
currency; and the limitations must be removed as rapidly as conditions
permit. In the meantime, the Fund would use its resources to relieve the
scarcity and at the same time it would press for corrective measures.

5• Use of the Resources of the Fund . .

Exchange stability and freedom of exchange transactions are possible
only if countries have resources with which to meet an adverse balance of
payments. Otherwise, they are compelled to force a prompt adjustment in
their accounts through exchange depreciation or exchange cdntrol. Either
policy might restrict the volume of trade and have a depressing effect on
business in all countries. If other adjustments are preferable, a. coun-
try should have help in avoiding extreme measures whose principal merit'-,
is their prompt, though harsh, effect,' > . •••.-•.

The Fund will have resources of $8.8 pillion in gold and in national
currencies, subscribed by 44 countries on the basis of appropriate quotas,
to help members maintain the exchange policies of the Fund. Although •
these resources are not exceptionally large, they are extremely important.
After urgent postwar needs are met, foreign exchangp reserves outside of
the United States may amount to $18 billion. It cannot be assumed, how-,
ever, that these reserves will all be available for use in maintaining
free.and stable exchanges. Except for most of the Latin American Republics
and two or three others, all countries vail have far smaller reserves than
they need. Even if these resources were better distributed, countries
would hesitate to draw down their exchange reserves below $10 or' $12 bil-
lion to maintain the Fund's exchange policies. By making its resources
available to member countries, the Fund will give them confidence to use
their own reserves, and the aggregate resources that can be usecl to main-
tain stable and free exchanges will be considerably increased.

A,member country may purchase foreign exchange in limited amounts
from the Fund for its own currency without special action by the Fund.
It should be noted that the Fund's holdings of currency are guaranteed
against depreciation in terms of gold. This is substantially the technique
used in our stabilization agreements, arid in tho Anglo-Belgium and the
Anglo-Dutch agreements, in which each country undertakes to acquire the
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currency of the other to a specified amount to help meet an adverse bal-
ance of payments. Subject to quantitative and qualitative limitations,
the'Fund gives each member a conditional right to purchase foreign ex-
change for local-currency; but the Fund can terminate this right for any
country that is' not carrying out the purposes of the Fund.

On' the quantitative side, unless the Fund expressly waives these
limits,-• a country may not "acquire foreign exchange from the Fund for its
own"currency in a net amount in excess of 25 percent of its quota in any
I2~month period; nor can it purchase foreign exchange fronj'the Fund for
its ovm-currency if the Fund's holdings of its currency, exceed its quota
"by 100 perceri^. ; If a country' has, monetary reserved in excess of its quota,
it must use its' own reserves to the same extent that it draws upon the
resources of the'Fund; and when its reserves increase a country must use
one-half of the increase in its monetary reserves, if they exceed its
quota, to repurchase its currency from the Fund. On the qualitative side,
the Fund does not permit use of its resources to support an untenable ex-
change rate. The Fund would not accept an initial parity that would cause
excessive use of its resources; nor would it begin exchange transactions
with a country that is not in a position to maintain balance in its pay-
ments without excessive use of the Fund, A country using the Fund is
expected to take steps to correot any continuing maladjustments in its
international accounts. For violation of the purposes or provisions of
the Fund a' member may be suspended from using the Fund's resources; and
if the violation persists, it may be required to withdraw from the Fund,

The Fund's resources are a- revolving fund available to member coun-
tries to meet an adverse balance of payments while they adopt measures to
adjust their international accounts. The usefulness of the Fund would
obviously be limited if the resources of the Fund were, not' in a form in
v/hich' they could be readily used by all countries. To discourage unneces-
sary use of the Fund, 'a charge of three-fourths of 1 percent will be
imposed bn all exchange transactions with the Fund* To encourage restora-
tion of the Fund's assets- to their ideal combination (25 percent in.gold
and 75'percent in members' .currencies in proportion to quotas) charges are
levied on'members whose currencies are held' by, the Fund in an amount in
excess of their quotas, These charges increase with the amount and the
duration of the period the currency is held by the Fund., When any charge
reaches U percent, the Fund and the member must consider.means of reducing
the Fund's holdings of that member's currency, and if agreement is not
reached the Fund may levy such charges as it deems appropriate.

Some critics have expressed doubt that in practice these safeguards
will be adequate. In effect, they doubt the good faith of members of the
Fund.1 It is quite clear to all countries that use of the Fund's resources-
is conditioned upon maintaining policies in accord with the purposes of
the Fund. Nor 'is there any reason to' assume that management of the Fund
will be in the hands of debtor countries. The United States has 28 percent
and the British Commonwealth 26 percent.of the total voting power in the
Fund. There is nothing that can prevent these"countries from seeing that
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the Fund is used properly. Furthermore, special consideration is given
to the position of creditor countries. The two largest creditor countries
are entitled to name executive directors if they do not already do so.
And on all voting on use of the Fund's resources, ..the voting power of
creditor countries is increased while that of debtor'countries is de-
creased. '

6, The Role of International Investment

Unless there is an adequate volume of international investment, it
will be extremely difficult to establish a pattern of international pay-
ments under vrtiich stable exchange rates and freedom of exchange transac-
tions can be maintained. The policies of the Fund will to some extent
encourage international investment. The Fund would regard the blocking
of the proceeds of international investment, including reasonable amor-
tization and depreciation payments, a violation of the Fund agreement.
But it is doubtful whether this indirect encouragement will be enough in
the postwar period. Although the losses from international investment in
the 1920's have been exaggerated in the public mind, investors will hesi-
tate to lend abroad during the immediate postwar period when loans will be
most urgently needed. In order to give direct encouragement to interna-
tional investment, the Bretton Yfoods Conference proposed the establishment
of the International Bank for Reconstruction and Development with a capital
of :ĵ .l billion subscribed by 44. countries. Because the benefits of inter-
national investment are general, the risks should be shared by all coun-
tries, and this would be done through the Bank,

The Bank is designed to encourage international investment by guar-
anteeing securities sold to private investors for approved projects of
reconstruction and development. Where the market is not prepared to make
a loan on reasonable terms, the Bank would make the loan directly out of
its own capital or from funds raised by issuing its own securities. Loans
will be made or guaranteed by the Bank only after a committee investigates
the proposed project and reports that it will contribute to the productivity
of the country and that it is within the capacity of the borrowing country
to service. Each loan must be guaranteed by the government of the country
in which the project is located or by its central bank. Provision is made
to assure the use of loans for the purposes for which they are made.

The Bank m i l guarantee loans for approved projects in return for a
commission of 1 to 1-1/2 percent of the outstanding principal, A similar
cornmission will be charged on direct loans, as the Bank will offer the
securities to the public if the market becomes favorable. The commissions
collected by the Bank must be held as a special reserve to meet its obli-
gations in case of default. With a' commission of 1-1/2 percent, this
reserve would.be sufficient even if one issue out of four v/ere completely
defaulted, 2/ If the accumulated reserves are inadequate to meet defaults,

27 On the basis of loans liquidated in thirty equal annual payments, U per-
cent interest to the market, 1-1/2 percent commission to the Bank, and
2 percent earnings on reserves, the' Bank's special reserve would be more
than sufficient to meet complete default of one issue out of four.
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the Bank may call upon its capital, of which 80 percent is. sot aside as
a surety fund for this purpose. Calls on capital' are payable in gold or

•<•: United States dollars or in the currency needed to meet the bank's
obligations. To give added security to investors, outstanding loans
made or guaranteed by the Bank may not exceed the unimpaired capital and

...reserves of tho Bank.

The Bank can be an important factor in placing international invest-
ment on a constructive basis. With full knowledge of the international
economic position of a borrowing country, the Bank could prevent it from
undertaking excessive obligations to service loans. Furthermore, by

•:• - maintaining reasonable interest rates the Bank places the greatest possible
moral obligation on borrowers. In periods of exchange crisis, the Bank

• could also utilize its resources to permit for a time the servicing of
,.;• international investment in local currency under a guarantee of repurchase,
• .thus avoiding defaults because of-temporary conditions.

" ' '•[.'' / . / . . . • ' . . . - • ' • • ' ' • • ' " •••• ; ' •'

: • • '7» • i . What;the Brotton Yfoods Program Can Do

In evaluating the Bretton Woods program it must be borne in mind that
tho Fund and the Bank-cannot of themselves assure either an appropriate

. pattern of international payments or national prosperity. They can, how-
,, ever, provide a favorable environment in which international trade and
. >'. investment can be maintained at a high level. In such an environment,

• countries can adopt national policies for maintaining high levels of
,.. employment, rising standards of living, and economic development, with

assurance of cooperation in maintaining international balance a'nd without
fear of conflicting policies in other countries.

After th,e experience of the 1930's, it is quite obvious that orderly
. international arrangements, as well as- national prosperity, cannot be
based on the prewar volume of international trade and investment. Unless

... measures are taken, national and international, to raise the real volume
. o,f international trade by at least 50 percent above the prewar level,

• . . direct control of the balance of payments in some countries cannot be
. avoidod,. -With $80 billion of international trade a year during the.
, ..postwar decade, it will be possible for the countries that'must increase
;. their prewar Ipvel of exports to secure the necessary expansion Without

â  deterioration in: the 'terms of trade, and to pass from the postwar
transition into a period of stability, order and freedom in exchange

. . r e l a t i o n s , . - , • >•• . '• '.•.-•'• •

The expansion of international trade depends largely on whether .the
great industrial countries adopt measures to maintain employment. Other-

: .wise, they will not purchase adequate quantities of raw materials and
consumption goods-from other countries, pressure will be everted on the
balance of payments of many countries, and tho structure of exchange rates
rail bo weakened. The greatest disturbances in international payments
occur during periods of depression, .for some countries have a very

c • t
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inelastic demand for import goods, and when trade falls off there is a
serious distortion in their balance of payments. , If business depression
can'be avoided, international balance'will be maintained with less dif-
ficulty. Tho primary responsibility for high levels of employment must
bo with the United States, bocauso itiiS the greatest industrial country
and its imports are extremely sensitive to business conditions*

Measures must also be taken to lower the barriers to international
trade. If high levels of employment were maintained, the pressure to
impose trade restrictions would be considerably reduced. The Fund by
assuring orderly and stable exchange arrangements will facilitate the
progressive removal of the barriers to international trade* It must not
be overlooked that competitive exchange depreciation is in effect a l

device for increasing tariffs and for giving bounties on exports; and
exchange control is another method of placing quotas on* imports. With
the Fund, competitive exchange depreciation and exchange controls will
be avoided, and positive measures can be taken to remove other barriers
to international trade*

Until the world has been restored to economic health, it will be
difficult to secure adequate expansion of international trade and invest-
ment. The occupied areas in Europe and Asia are important factors in the
world economy and they must be restored and reconstructed promptly.
Similarly, countries that have not had the opportunity for economic
cievelopment should have access to the foreign capital they need on reason-
able terms. The volume of international trade is certain to rise as
productivity is increased in all countries. The trade of the United
States has always been largest with such countries as Canada and the
United Kingdom, which are highly industrialized and have high standards
of living. There is no reason why' this should not be equally true in
other areas as they are developed. The measures that mUst be taken in
each country for restoration of the national economy and the reconstruc-
tion and development are in large part of a domestic character. But
sound international investment for productive purposes can facilitate
reconstniction and development, and international monetary cooperation
can give countries the confidence they need in proceeding with the task
of economic* restoration.

The Fund and' the Bank can make an important contribution to the
establishment of a balanced and growing world economy* They can help
and encourage those countries whose economies have been disrupted by war
and which must go through a period of transition or reconstruction to
restore their position in the world economy. The Fund and the Bank can
set standards for international monetary and investment policy. Together
they can provide the means for constant and broad cooperation on inter-
national monetary and financial problems, and contribute in this way to
attaining the primary objectives of economic policy.
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8«..;i Is.,There an Alternative? ' •, .' . .-., .

There are some critics who say that the United Nations program,, and
'particularly the Fund, is too elaborate. They prefer an agreement to
Stabilize' the"'key currencies widely used in international payments,
"particularly, the dollar and sterling,. No formal "organization would be
'established to help countries in maintaining such policies/ although a

-̂  16£n of J5 -billion to England has been.suggested, At-some future time,
international- .monetary cooperation might be broadened to include other

/̂ countries-,•• and;in.-the meantime any country could stabilize its currency
;':by attaching it to; the dollar or to sterlings "Inessence* this is a new
^ inversion of the-Tripartite declaration bif 1936. ' Our own experience proves
•** that" no agreement on exchanges can meah much unless it-includes nearly

all countries and unless they help each other in maintaining a common
exchange policy, • • • '•• , :;••, : .•..,• ;.: ...•,-

' • • ; • ' . ' • • ' , . - • • . . • • - . . " : .

"v? V '. - - 'This•>preoccupation with key currencies misses the'real exchange
''v"prbblieni; All currencies are important in the world economy to• the.extent

that their exchange policies affect'international trade and investment.
The dollar and. sterling are.obviously the most important, .But' 75 percent

•' <: of the world's trade before the v/ar was of countries other than the United
States .and- England, and of our trade only 11-1/2 percent was •;with Britain

'" and 23 percent with the British Empire other than Canada-, It is-important
•to us to-have orderly exchanges in tho countries -with whom we do more than

•;V— 75-percent of our trade. We are interested in the exchange policies of
*}}. all;countries because they are our customers, suppliers^ or competitors.

The American cotton exporter, for example, is interested, in the exchange
""• ; rate of: England,' Japan, India, Egypt, Brazil, Mexico, and other countries,

•'••'When the exchanges depreciated in these countries in 1931 the spot price
' ofk cotton • in Kev; Orleans fell from 9«08 cents in r.lay'1931 to- 6.06 cents
in October 1931. ; .

Exchange depreciation and exchange control do not originate in the
countries with key currencies, A considerable rnimber of 'countries de-

• preciated .their cu-rronc.ies long before England and the United States and
'. • adopted exchange-control before Germany, • Some countries may need flexi-

" : bility in exchange rates.and at times even exchango control, It would
seemy nevertheless, that such policies Should be adopted in ooopqration

. •;-• with other countries after.consultation vrith the Fund* The great trading
'..•• . countries have special responsibilities in maintaining a balanced inter-
--<,.• ;national economy; but all countries must share in the responsibility for
•• •'• • •.•..intornational-monetary.policy, Tho Fund recognizes this in the constitu-

tion of its Executive Directorate on which the five countries with the
largest quotas have permanent representation;' ' '. • - V

The same critics suggest.that the Fund be postponod until after the
postwar transition is complete, although exchange and payments problems
will be most acute during the transition and international monetary policy
will be definitely determined then. The postwar pattern of exchange rates
should be established by consultation betv/eon the Fund and member countries,
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and whatever adjustments become necessary should be made through and with
the Fund. The same critics also suggest that the Fund be dropped and the
Bank bo authorized to make stabilization loans. The Fund's primary function
is to maintain order, stability and freedom in exchange transactions, and
it holds resources only to help countries in carrying out such policies*
Long-term stabilization loans are not a substitute for constant, continued,
and general cooperation on exchange policies.

The world is in desperate danger of reverting after the war to economic
isolation that will inevitably breed political isolation. Those who talk
of waiting, of bilateral agreements with one or two countries, are in fact
proposing that we do nothing, that we allow the world to drift back to th'e
restrictions and the disorders of the prewar dccc.de. This is a risk the
world cannot afford. The Bretton Woods Agreements provide us with the
opportunity to put into effect the fundamental principle that international
economic problems are an international responsibility that can be met only
through international cooperation. They offer the best hope of restoring
and maintaining stability and order in international economic relations
without which all countries will find greater difficulty in maintaining
high levels of employment, rising standards of living, and economic develop-
ment.

9. Summary

The Bretton Woods Conference has proposed the establishment of the Fund
and the Bank to facilitate the restoration of an orderly pattern of inter-
national payments arid to encourage international trade end investment through
international cooperation. The Fund would help countries to maintain stable
exchange rates and freedom of exchange transactions, and thus facilitate
international trade. The Bank would encourage international investment by
private investors for approved projects of reconstruction and development.
Other, measures will also be necessary to assure adequate international
trade and investment. It is especially important for the great industrial
countries to maintain high levels of employment and lower the barriers to
international trade. The Fund and. the Bank will facilitate the adoption of
such policies through international cooperation on monetary and investment
problems. Unless the Brotton Woods Agreements are approved there is real
danger that the world will revert to economic isolation. With the Fund and
the Bank, countries can proceed with domestic measures for their economic
well-being without fear of conflicting international monetary policies.
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